###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   This systematic review is the first to investigate the effectiveness of psychological interventions aimed at improving general cognitive function post-stroke.

-   This systematic review was reported in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses statement.

-   Support for psychological interventions for post-stroke cognitive impairment is emergent but further high-quality research is necessary.

-   The optimal timing, content, dose, and mode of delivering psychological interventions for post-stroke cognitive impairment is yet to be established.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Stroke is one of the major causes of worldwide death and disability,[@R1] with stroke survivors experiencing significant persistent cognitive deficits which impact on functional ability.[@R2] Cognitive impairment has been reported in over 50% of stroke survivors 6 months post-stroke and is associated with a poorer quality of life and increased disability[@R3], as well as being related to the presence of depressive symptoms in the longer -term.[@R4] Stroke survivors who present with moderate post-stroke cognitive impairment are six times more likely to transition to incident dementia compared with those stroke survivors without cognitive impairment,[@R5] with up to 25% of those with cognitive impairment diagnosed with dementia in the 3 years following stroke.[@R6] Furthermore, it has been reported that 10% of stroke survivors develop dementia following a first ever stroke and over 33% develop dementia following a recurrent stroke.[@R7] The consequences of stroke have largely been defined in terms of physical function, which has been the main focus of rehabilitation and research, with evidence demonstrating significant improvements following physical rehabilitation.[@R8] However, rehabilitation of post-stroke cognitive impairment has received far less attention. Despite the prevalence of cognitive impairment post-stroke, and the associated poorer outcomes for stroke survivors in terms of physical and psychological well-being, the efficacy of existing psychological interventions for the rehabilitation of cognitive impairment following stroke has yet to be established.[@R10]

Cognitive rehabilitation has been defined as a 'systematic, functionally oriented service of therapeutic activities that is based on assessment and understanding of the patient's brain-behavioural deficits'.[@R11] Five previous Cochrane reviews have examined the effectiveness of post-stroke cognitive rehabilitation. Specifically, these reviews have focused on occupational therapy for cognitive impairment,[@R12] memory deficits,[@R13] executive dysfunction,[@R14] spatial neglect[@R15] and attention deficits[@R16] following stroke. Similarly, a systematic review was conducted on the effectiveness of neurofeedback as a form of cognitive rehabilitation to improve cognitive function post-stroke.[@R17] Each review has concluded that the evidence for the effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation aimed at each of these domains separately is limited or inconclusive. However, the strict nature of eligibility criteria for inclusion in these reviews resulted in the exclusion of informative non-randomised controlled studies. The pattern of post-stroke cognitive impairment suggests that deficits may be distributed across all cognitive domains rather than being confined to one cognitive domain,[@R18] with lesion location predicting the severity of post-stroke cognitive impairment across different cognitive domains.[@R20] Despite the evidence suggesting more dispersed cognitive impairment post-stroke rather than domain-specific deficits, there is, as yet, no review of psychological interventions for post-stroke cognitive impairment that includes the full range of psychological interventions and which target all forms of cognitive impairment (eg, including memory, attention, executive function, etc.). This current review endeavours to capture those non-randomised controlled studies which may be of value when designing a cognitive rehabilitation programme for post-stroke cognitive impairment.

The aim of this systematic review is to identify which types of (non-randomised) psychological interventions have been utilised to improve cognitive function post-stroke and to assess the efficacy of these interventions in stroke survivors.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study design {#s2a}
------------

This systematic review was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement[@R22] (see online [supplementary table 1](#SP1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix A for PRISMA checklist). The review protocol was registered with the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) on 30 June 2017, and the full protocol was published.[@R10]
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Eligibility criteria {#s2b}
--------------------

### Types of study {#s2b1}

All non-randomised controlled studies and quasi-randomised controlled trials examining psychological interventions with a sample size ≥2 aimed at improving cognitive function following stroke were included in this systematic review. These included feasibility studies, pilot studies, experimental studies and quasi-experimental studies. Randomised controlled trials, review articles, letters, editorials, qualitative studies, case studies with a sample size of 1, animal studies, and study protocols were excluded.

### Participants {#s2b2}

Studies of an adult population (age 18+) were included. Studies of participants with mixed aetiologies (eg, traumatic brain injury/stroke mix) were excluded unless data were available, or made available on contacting the study authors, for those participants with a primary diagnosis of stroke (ischaemic, intracranial haemorrhagic, subarachnoid haemorrhage) or if the study had more than 75% of people with stroke in the study sample.[@R16]

### Types of interventions {#s2b3}

Given the wide variation in types of interventions to address post-stroke cognitive impairment, psychological interventions of any type and duration intended to rehabilitate cognition post-stroke were included. Examples of the eligible interventions included: neuropsychological interventions; computerised interventions; cognitive and/or behavioural interventions, including problem solving; strategy training (eg, mnemonic strategies, mental imagery); goal management training; and self-efficacy training. Studies with a focus on post-stroke cognition outcomes of pharmacological or other non-psychological interventions were excluded.

### Comparisons or control {#s2b4}

Studies addressing psychological interventions to improve cognition following stroke in comparison to a usual/routine care (eg, no contact, wait-list) control arm or an active control arm were included. Active controls included sham (placebo) or non-specific computerised cognitive training or low-dose training.

### Outcome measures {#s2b5}

Cognitive function from pre-intervention to post-intervention was the primary outcome of interest, with cognitive function assessed using a validated measure of domain specific cognitive function, including those comprised in the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) 30 min or 60 min battery of cognitive assessment.[@R24] As a number of studies report scores from cognitive screening tools such as the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA),[@R25] Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE),[@R26] Loewenstein Occupational Therapy Cognitive Assessment (LOTCA) battery[@R27] and the Cognistat Assessment,[@R28] these validated measures of cognition were also acceptable. Other validated measures of domain specific cognitive function were also acceptable, as were validated measures of subjective cognitive function (eg, Multifactorial Memory Questionnaire[@R29]). All eligible outcomes per study and cognitive domain were included. Index scores were not included if the individual domain scores were available.

Secondary outcomes of interest included reports of functional abilities in daily life and quality of life, including activities of daily living (ADL), for example using the Functional Independence Measure[@R30]; Instrumental ADL (IADL), for example using the Nottingham Extended ADL (NEADL) scale[@R31]; Quality of life (QoL), based on stroke-specific or generic QoL assessment measures.

Search strategy for the identification of relevant studies {#s2c}
----------------------------------------------------------

The search strategy was developed in collaboration with a subject librarian. Three databases covering the medical and psychological peer-reviewed literature were searched: Pubmed (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/>), EMBASE (<https://www.embase.com>), and PsycINFO (<http://www.apa.org/pubs/databases/psycinfo/index.aspx>). The Pubmed search strategy is detailed in online [supplementary table 1](#SP2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix B. These terms were also mapped to Medical Subject Heading terms and similar terms in EMBASE and PsycINFO, and the search carried out dating from inception to February 2017. The search was restricted to articles published in English.
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Searches were exported to EndNote X7 to build a master file of all references. In addition to the database searches, the reference list of included articles was reviewed for relevant studies and previous reviews. A citation search was also carried out to identify papers cited, using Web of Science. A hand search was conducted of the four journals that generated the greatest number of relevant articles.

Screening of the studies {#s2d}
------------------------

Duplicates were identified using EndNote X7 'find duplicates' function. Titles and abstracts were assessed for eligibility by one reviewer (NAM). A random sample of 85% was independently double screened between four second reviewers (MEW, IJ, AG and DR). The full texts of papers identified as potentially eligible were obtained for review by two reviewers (NAM and AH), with differences resolved through discussion.

Data extraction {#s2e}
---------------

Data from included studies were extracted using a standardised form, including: authors, study design, sample size (baseline and follow-up), sample description, target population characteristics, intervention type, intervention content, control (passive, active), length of follow-up, type of outcome, primary and secondary outcomes (listed above), comments and study conclusions. Study authors were contacted for missing data or further information if necessary. Coding of outcome measures into cognitive domains was done by NAM and was approved by an expert in clinical neuropsychology (NP; see online [supplementary table 1](#SP3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix C for categorisation of cognitive measures into cognitive domains). Data from most studies were recorded as mean and SD for each group at baseline and post-intervention and/or follow-up, or estimated from the median, range, and sample size where the mean and SDs were not available, using standard approaches.[@R32] In two instances, t-test and p value,[@R33] and F value and p value[@R34] were recorded and the standardised mean difference (SMD) was calculated from the statistics.
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When studies presented data comparing stroke patients' performance with that of healthy adults, or with those with cognitive impairment resulting from aetiology other than stroke, only data from stroke patients were used and analysed. Where studies presented data from multiple intervention groups, all relevant intervention groups were combined into a single group, and all relevant control groups were combined into a single control group.[@R35]

Risk of bias {#s2f}
------------

Two authors (NAM, ES) independently assessed the strengths and weaknesses of each eligible study using the risk of bias in non-randomised studies -- of Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool by the Cochrane Collaboration,[@R36] with disagreements resolved through discussion. As all of the included studies were non-randomised or quasi-randomised controlled studies, the minimum risk of bias possible was moderate risk. Those studies without a control group were considered to have a critical risk of bias by virtue of the lack of a comparison group. No study was excluded as a result of findings from the risk of bias assessments, but instead controlled studies and one-group pre--post studies were analysed separately. Publication bias was assessed by visually inspecting funnel plots for asymmetry.[@R37]

Quality of evidence {#s2g}
-------------------

Two authors (NAM, ES) assessed the overall quality of the evidence of the studies using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) tool.[@R38] As all included studies were non-randomised controlled studies or quasi-randomised controlled studies, they were automatically assigned a baseline rating of low quality. Studies had potential to be upgraded if there was a large effect size, evidence of a dose--response relationship, or when all possible confounders would have reduced the observed effect. Similarly, studies could be downgraded if there were serious concerns relating to risk of bias, inconsistency of results, indirectness of outcome measure, imprecision of the effect estimate or publication bias.[@R38] The quality of the studies was judged as high (further research is very unlikely to change the confidence in the effect estimates), moderate (further research is likely to have an important impact on the confidence in the effect and may change the estimate), low (further research is very likely to have an important impact on the confidence in the effect and is likely to change the estimate) and very low (any estimate of the effect is very uncertain).[@R38]

Strategy for data synthesis {#s2h}
---------------------------

The primary outcome was SMD, calculated as Hedges' g,[@R39] and with precision estimated by the 95% CI of change in outcome measures between the intervention and control groups for the controlled studies from pre- to post-intervention and follow-up. For the one-group pre--post studies, SMD and 95% CI were calculated as change in outcome measures from pre-intervention to post-intervention and followed up using Becker's formula,[@R40] where the correlation between pre-outcome and post-outcome measures was estimated at 0.5. A positive SMD is indicative of a beneficial effect of the intervention over the control, or better performance post-intervention compared with pre-intervention in the case of the one-group studies. Hedges' g estimates are comparable to Cohen's d[@R41] -- 'trivial' (Effect Size (ES) \<0.20), 'small' (ES ≥0.20 \<0.50), 'moderate' (ES ≥0.50 \<0.80) or 'large' (ES ≥0.80). Pooling of standardised mean effects across studies was performed using a random effects model. Analyses were performed for overall cognitive outcomes, as well as for each cognitive or behavioural domain separately. When studies presented data from more than one domain per outcome for analysis, results were combined to produce a single study level SMD, with the mean estimate and SE of the related tests, as per established procedure.[@R42]

Heterogeneity was quantified using the I^2^ statistic -- low (25%), moderate (50%) or large (75%).[@R45] Funnel plots were inspected to identify outliers as potential sources of heterogeneity. A planned series of sub-group analyses based on intervention design features and population characteristics[@R10] was not performed due to very low to null heterogeneity among study level cognitive outcomes following random effects analysis for both the controlled group design studies (I^2^=9.7%) and the one-group pre-post design studies (I^2^=0%), respectively. All analyses were performed using Stata version 14.

Patient and public involvement {#s2i}
------------------------------

Patients were not involved in the design of this systematic review of secondary data.

Results {#s3}
=======

Study selection {#s3a}
---------------

The searches returned 19 843 records, with 2613 duplicates, resulting in 17 230 titles and abstracts screened for inclusion. Following title and abstract screening, 251 papers were identified for full text screening. Subsequent to the full text screen, 233 papers were excluded; reasons for exclusion are detailed in PRISMA flowchart in [figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Two additional full texts were identified following a citation search, resulting in 20 included studies ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow chart of included studies. RCT, randomised controlled trial.](bmjopen-2018-024429f01){#F1}

Characteristics of included studies {#s3b}
-----------------------------------

### Controlled studies {#s3b1}

The seven included studies comprised four quasi-randomised studies and three controlled studies, with 201 total participants (intervention: n=78, mean group size: n=11 \[SD=7.71\]; control: n=123, mean group size: n=11 \[SD=5.88\]) and reported 64 cognitive/behavioural outcomes which met the inclusion criteria for this review. Mean age across studies was 55.4 years (SD=6.0), and 39% of participants were female. All but one study[@R34] reported sex ratios of participants. The mean time in months since stroke onset was 14.2 (SD=20.2). The mean reported years of education reported in three of the studies[@R33] was 13.3 years (SD=2.0). Across the seven studies, 11.9% of patients suffered a haemorrhagic stroke, 21.9% suffered an ischaemic stroke, 3.5% experienced a subarachnoid haemorrhage, and 53.7% had unspecified stroke aetiology (see online [supplementary table 1](#SP4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix D).
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In terms of the cognitive domain each intervention was aiming to target, three of the interventions targeted attention,[@R34] two addressed memory,[@R33] and two aimed to improve executive function.[@R46] Both of the interventions targeting memory were delivered in group format in a hospital setting[@R33] while the other interventions were delivered on an individual basis either in a hospital setting,[@R34] in the participant's home,[@R46] or in a research laboratory.[@R47] Three interventions comprised computerised cognitive training and were either unsupervised[@R50] or it was not reported who supervised the intervention.[@R47] An occupational therapist oversaw the intervention delivery in three studies,[@R34] which comprised pen and paper and strategy-based tasks (individual or group setting, respectively), while a neuropsychologist supervised the other group-based study which also used strategy-based tasks.[@R33] The average number of intervention sessions was 15.7 (SD=5.1) with mean session length of 68.3 min (SD=52.2). The average intervention dose was 14.3 hours (SD=5.3).

Six of the seven studies were rated both at the study level and at cognitive domain outcome level as having a serious risk of bias as measured by the ROBINS-I tool,[@R33] with one study rated as having a moderate risk of bias at the study level[@R34] (online [supplementary table 1](#SP5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix E). Based on the GRADE approach, the overall quality of the evidence was rated as very low, with no studies being upgraded from their initial rating, and all seven studies downgraded due to either serious risk of bias and/or imprecise effect estimates based on unadjusted or minimally adjusted analyses (online [supplementary table 1](#SP6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix F).
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### One group pre-post studies {#s3b2}

The 13 studies comprised eight one-group pre-post studies, three case-control pre-post studies, and two single case-studies series, both with a sample size of \>2 stroke patients. Two one-group pre-post studies and one single case-study series reported baseline data collected 2 weeks prior to the pre-intervention assessment.[@R51] The total number of participants was 103, with a mean group size of 8.1 (SD=6.2) and reported a combined total of 115 cognitive/behavioural outcomes which met the inclusion criteria for this review. Mean age across studies was 62.6 years (SD=8.54), and 40% of participants were female. Three studies[@R51] did not report sex ratios of participants, one study did not report participant ages,[@R56] and three did not report time since stroke onset.[@R52] The mean time in months since stroke onset was 23.9 (SD=32.5). The mean number of years of education reported in three of the studies[@R56] was 13.1 years (SD=2.7). Across the 13 studies, 1.9% of patients suffered a haemorrhagic stroke, 21.9% suffered an ischaemic stroke, 6.7% experienced a subarachnoid haemorrhage, and 69.5% had unspecified stroke aetiology (see online [supplementary table 1](#SP4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix D).

Three of the studies targeted memory,[@R52] two addressed memory and attention together,[@R55] three targeted attention[@R51] with one of these studies combining attention and ADL training.[@R62] Four studies focused on improvement in general cognitive function alone[@R57] or in combination with ADL training,[@R56] and one study aimed to improve executive function.[@R53] Eight studies comprised computerised cognitive training and were supervised in either a hospital setting by an occupational therapist,[@R54] were supervised by neuropsychologists or NP Master's students and delivered in the home or university,[@R57] were supervised by the study researchers in a community setting or unreported setting,[@R55] or the study did not report if and by whom the intervention was supervised.[@R51] One intervention targeting general cognitive function and ADL was delivered in a hospital-based group format by an occupational therapist,[@R58] while the remaining interventions delivered under the supervision of an occupational therapist on an individual basis were either home-based recreational games for cognitive remediation[@R63] or hospital-based mental imagery training.[@R62] A psychologist and therapist supervised a further mental imagery and pen-and-paper based intervention, respectively, in unspecified settings.[@R53] The average number of intervention sessions was 29.6 (SD=42.8) with mean session length of 51.7 min (SD=17.3). The average intervention dose was 27.8 hours (SD=43.5).

All 13 studies were rated both at the study level and at cognitive domain outcome level as having a critical risk of bias as measured by the ROBINS-I tool (online [supplementary table 2](#SP5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix E), by virtue of lack of a control group. Similarly the overall quality of the evidence was rated as very low, based on the GRADE approach, with no studies being upgraded from their initial rating, and all 13 studies inevitably downgraded due to critical risk of bias because of the lack of a control group.

Meta-analysis of controlled studies' outcomes {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------

### Overall efficacy on cognitive outcomes {#s3c1}

The overall effect of psychological interventions on cognition was small and statistically significant (k=7, Hedges\' g=0.38, 95% CI=0.06 to 0.7) and had a low level of heterogeneity (I^2^=9.7%, p=0.36) ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Forest plot of included controlled studies at study level.](bmjopen-2018-024429f02){#F2}

Although asymmetry was not formally assessed due to the small number of included studies, the funnel plot revealed one outlier,[@R48] which reported a large SMD (=2.27). Removal of this study reduced heterogeneity to zero (I^2^=0%, p=0.93) and the summary effect was also reduced (k=6, Hedges' g=0.3, 95% CI=0.00 to 0.6) (see online [supplementary figures 1a and b](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G).
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### Domain-specific efficacy {#s3c2}

For overall estimates of summary effects, see [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Meta-analyses of individual cognitive domains across studies

  Domain                                        Studies   SE      95 CI Lower   95 CI Higher   I^2^
  --------------------------------------------- --------- ------- ------------- -------------- ------
  Controlled studies                                                                           
   Executive function                           *k*=3     0.14    −0.27         0.56           0.00
   Processing speed                             *k*=3     0.34    −0.05         0.72           0.00
   Attention                                    *k*=3     0.98    0.24          1.72           40.3
   Memory                                       *k*=2     0.27    −0.14         0.67           0.00
   IQ                                           *k*=2     0.30    −0.59         1.19           52.6
  One-group pre--post studies                                                                  
   Memory                                       *k*=7     0.40    0.13          0.67           0.00
   Attention                                    *k*=5     0.52    0.02          1.01           0.00
   Executive function                           *k*=5     0.12    −0.12         0.35           0.00
   Global cognition                             *k*=4     0.90    0.38          1.41           19.5
   Instruments and activities of daily living   *k*=4     0.26    −0.31         0.82           0.00
   Processing speed                             *k*=3     0.57    −0.07         1.21           71.0
   IQ                                           *k*=3     0.49    −0.27         1.25           39.4
   Subjective memory                            *k*=2     −0.21   −0.84         0.43           61.3
   Perceptual reasoning                         *k*=2     0.59    −0.17         1.35           67.3
   Quality of life                              *k*=2     0.61    −0.33         1.55           0.00

#### Attention {#s3c2a}

The effect size of psychological interventions on attention was large and statistically significant (k=3, Hedges' g=0.98, 95% CI=0.24 to 1.72) and a moderate level of heterogeneity (I^2^=40.3%, p=0.19) (see online [supplementary figure 2](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G).

Again, the funnel plot indicated an outlier[@R48] with a large SMD (\>2.0). Removal of this study reduced heterogeneity to zero (I^2^=0%, p=0.58) and the summary effect was also reduced (k=2, Hedges' g=0.72, 95% CI=0.15 to 1.29) (see online [supplementary figures 3a and b](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G).

#### Other domains {#s3c2b}

Statistically non-significant results were found for the following domains: executive function (k=3); processing speed (k=3); memory (k=2); and IQ (k=2). Meta-analyses of outcomes of subjective memory,[@R33] perceptual reasoning,[@R34] subjective executive function, self-efficacy, and instruments and ADL[@R46] were not performed as only one study for each domain was available for analysis.

Meta-analysis of outcomes of one group pre--post studies {#s3d}
--------------------------------------------------------

### Overall efficacy on cognitive outcomes {#s3d1}

The overall effect of psychological interventions on cognition across the one-group pre--post studies was moderate and statistically significant (k=13, Hedges' g=0.51, 95% CI=0.3 to 0.73) ([figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection of the funnel plot revealed potential asymmetry. It is important to note that asymmetry in funnel plots may be the result of a number of causes, including heterogeneity or chance.[@R37] However, there was null heterogeneity across studies (I^2^=0%, p=0.8).

![Forest plot of included one-group pre--post studies at study level.](bmjopen-2018-024429f03){#F3}

### Domain-specific efficacy {#s3d2}

For overall estimates of summary effects, see [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

#### Memory {#s3d2a}

The effect size of psychological interventions on memory was moderate and statistically significant (k=7, Hedges' g=0.4, 95% CI=0.13 to 0.67) with null heterogeneity (I^2^=0%, p=0.53) (see online [supplementary figure 4](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G). Although asymmetry was not formally assessed due to the small number of included studies, the funnel plot revealed one outlier,[@R51]which reported a large SMD (=1.70). Removal of this study reduced the summary effect slightly (k=6, Hedges' g=0.38, 95% CI=0.11 to 0.65) (see online [supplementary figures 5a and b](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G).

#### Attention {#s3d2b}

The attention effect size was also moderate and statistically significant (k=5, Hedges' g=0.52, 95% CI=0.02 to 1.01) with null heterogeneity (I^2^=0%, p=0.47) (see online [supplementary figure 6](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G). However, the funnel plot indicated two outliers[@R51] with a large SMD (both \>1.14). Removal of these studies reduced the summary effect to small and non-significant (k=3, Hedges' g=0.41, 95% CI=−0.11 to 0.93), with no effect on heterogeneity (I^2^=0%, p=0.64) (online [supplementary figures 7a and b](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G).

#### Global cognition {#s3d2c}

The global cognition effect size was large and statistically significant (*k*=4, Hedges' g=0.9, 95% CI=0.38 to 1.41) with a low level of heterogeneity (I^2^=19.5%, p=0.29) (online [supplementary figure 8](#SP7){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in appendix G). However, all studies included in this analysis, with the exception of one,[@R63] had an effect size ≥1 which drove the summary effect.

#### Other domains {#s3d2d}

Statistically non-significant results were found for the following domains: executive function (k=5); instruments and ADL (k=4); processing speed (k=3); IQ (k=3); subjective memory (k=2); perceptual reasoning (k=2) and quality of life (k=2). Meta-analyses of outcomes of subjective executive function,[@R53] self-efficacy[@R56] and language comprehension[@R57] were not performed as only one study for each domain was available for analysis.

Long-term outcomes {#s3e}
------------------

Only one controlled study reported 1 month follow-up data beyond the post-intervention assessment for both intervention and control group.[@R46] Similarly two one-group pre--post studies reported outcomes at 2 weeks and 4 weeks following the postintervention assessment, respectively.[@R52] Therefore, it was not possible to pool data due to the insufficient number of studies.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Results from this systematic review suggest that psychological interventions may be effective for improving overall cognitive function post-stroke, with the specific cognitive domains of attention and memory demonstrating a greater benefit than other cognitive domains, for example, executive function. However, it is imperative to acknowledge the low quality and high risk of bias of the included studies. Furthermore, due to an insufficient number of studies, it was not possible to ascertain the effectiveness of psychological interventions for domains such as subjective memory, subjective executive function, self-efficacy, instruments and ADL, perceptual reasoning, or language comprehension. Post-stroke cognitive impairment is ubiquitous and has been shown to have negative implications for quality of life and functional ability.[@R3] Similarly, cognitive impairment following stroke may also impact negatively on the stroke patients' ability to participate fully in their rehabilitation and reach their full rehabilitation potential due to an inability to concentrate efficiently, encode/recall information, or plan and sequence their behaviour.[@R64]

The effect size for overall cognition was small and significant for meta-analysis of controlled studies, and moderate for one-group pre--post studies. The effect size for attention was quite large in the controlled studies and was driven by a study with an SMD of \>2. The most recent Cochrane review of cognitive rehabilitation for attention deficits following stroke reported a significant moderate effect of intervention on divided attention, though no evidence to support the effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation for improvement of global attention.[@R16] Due to the small number of included studies assessing attentional function, it was not possible to examine the effect of psychological interventions on sub-domains of attention.

The meta-analyses of individual domains across one-group pre--post studies revealed moderate to large effect sizes for memory, attention and global cognition. It is important to note that the global cognition domain comprised scores from cognitive screening tools as a measure of global cognition, such as the MMSE,[@R26] the LOTCA[@R27] and the Cognistat[@R28] rather than scores from comprehensive cognitive assessments. Interestingly, none of the included studies used the MoCA.[@R25] A recent systematic review found that the MMSE is the most widely used cognitive screening tool (similarly in the current review), despite its lack of criterion validity, whereas the MoCA has good predictive validity in assessing overall cognition post-stroke.[@R65]

The current findings of significant effects for memory contrast with the Cochrane review of cognitive rehabilitation for memory deficits following stroke, which found small significant intervention effects on subjective memory but not objective measures of memory. Although the current review has found evidence of psychological interventions for post-stroke cognitive impairment being most effective in the domains of attention and memory, it is worth noting that studies with a high risk of bias, such as those included in this review, have been found to overestimate effect sizes.[@R66] Additionally, due to the lack of follow-up assessment data, it is unknown whether the significant effects revealed by the meta-analyses would endure over time.

Interestingly, no benefit of psychological interventions for executive function was found in the meta-analysis for either study design. Previous systematic reviews have also failed to find evidence of the efficacy of interventions aimed to improve executive function, due to the lack of high quality studies,[@R14] and also due to a dearth of studies aiming to improve executive function in the acute stroke phase, despite the potential benefit this may have on rehabilitation participation.[@R67] Moreover, considering that executive dysfunction is thought to be a predictor of future dementia and disability in a stroke population,[@R68] future studies should endeavour to include more executive function training. In this systematic review and meta-analyses, typically small sample sizes were employed across studies specifically training executive function. Thus, they were not adequately powered to detect changes across all of the relevant cognitive domains, resulting in a number of individual studies demonstrating no significant effects.[@R46]

The overall quality of the included studies, based on the GRADE approach, was very low. This was due in most part to the serious and critical risk of bias inherent in non-randomised controlled studies encompassing controlled studies and one-group pre--post studies, respectively. The included studies described interventions, which were complex in nature, and varied across the cognitive domain they aimed to target, the medium through which the intervention was delivered, the healthcare professional who facilitated the intervention delivery, and the length, dose, and duration of interventions. However, these methodological differences across studies did not result in statistically significant heterogeneity and thus did not warrant secondary analyses comparing subgroups of participants or types of interventions. Moreover, the relatively small number of included studies and the small number of participants across controlled studies and one-group pre--post studies, respectively, also limited our ability to perform secondary analyses if statistical heterogeneity had been present. Although pooled effect sizes were calculated by aggregating the standardised mean difference at the study level in order to control for the diversity of study outcome measures and intervention components, it is possible that these differences across studies could have contributed to the variability of the study findings. Therefore, based on our analysis and the diversity of study characteristics, it was not possible to ascertain which type of psychological intervention is most beneficial for addressing post-stroke cognitive impairment. Although the cognitive domains of attention and memory appear to benefit most from intervention, it is necessary to consider the poor quality and high risk of bias of the evidence.

Methodological quality was very low in the included studies due to the inherent high risk of bias of including non-randomised controlled studies. However, it is important to establish interventions that address the psychological and cognitive sequelae of stroke. Future randomised controlled studies should be designed and adequately powered to evaluate potential to improve cognitive function post-stroke, with an emphasis on improving executive function. Furthermore, adequate description of intervention design and implementation should be provided in future studies in order to maximise replication across diverse settings using templates such as the Template for Intervention Description and Replication checklist.[@R70]They should also include follow-up assessment time points to determine the long-term effects of any benefit on cognition.

The pattern of post-stroke cognitive impairment is diffuse and rarely confined to one specific cognitive domain.[@R18] This is the first single review to investigate non-randomised controlled studies of the effectiveness of psychological interventions aimed at improving general cognitive function across multiple cognitive domains post-stroke. The results of this review add to the evidence base for establishing the effectiveness of psychological interventions for post-stroke cognitive impairment, while highlighting the diversity of outcome measures and intervention components utilised across studies. This review will inform the development of a cognitive rehabilitation programme as part of a wider study, the StrokeCog study,[@R71] aimed at improving cognitive function post-stroke.
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